DXC Assure for Commercial
and Specialty

Achieve high-value interactions to enable seamless packaging of business functions,
microservices, intelligent analytics and personalization for key industry personas.
For commercial and
specialty insurers, there’s a
new market landscape

microservice best-of-breed ecosystem
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Platform, the solution combines

ecosystem approach

sizes and in all regions require solutions

customer engagement, self-service,

that make them nimble, adaptable,

digital business services and analytics, a

customer-focused, and able to embrace

high degree of no-code configurability,

and leverage an ever-changing

and emerging technologies such as

technology landscape.

artificial intelligence/machine learning

DXC Assure for Commercial and
Specialty meets these needs, providing
an integrated, cloud-enabled, API and

approach to delivering services across
the end-to-end insurance life cycle.

(AI/ML) and blockchain. In addition, DXC
Assure for Commercial and Specialty
aligns with the Future at Lloyd’s digital
transformation journey.

DXC ASSURE

Key benefits
• An integrated, cloud-enabled, API

• Runs a single-instance solution
across multiple markets and
locations with full multinational
support
• Deliver services across the
end-to-end insurance life cycle
• Customize the core solution to
meet your needs
• API-enabled across all
business functions

Systems of Engagement

Policyholder | Broker | Underwriter | CSR | Adjuster

DXC Assure Digital Platform

Integration | Orchestration | Security | API Management |
UI/UX | Conversation | Partner Marketplace

Business Services

Systems of Record
New Business | Policy | Billing | Claims | Reinsurance
Analytics
Insurance-speciﬁc data and analytics services
Ecosystem
Insurtech, cloud and third-party utilities

Intelligent Operations

Highly automated, end-to-end IT service
management and operations
Managed Cloud Services | Cyber Defense | IT Ops |
Service Management | Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity

DXC Assure for Commercial
and Specialty provides an
integrated, cloud-enabled,
API and microservice best-ofbreed ecosystem approach to
delivering services across the
end-to-end insurance life cycle.

In action
Working with DXC, Mosaic Insurance
launched an open platform, the first
of its kind, that delivers the benefit
of leveraging the latest in modular

Configurability at your fingertips.
Customizable through configuration

Capabilities

to meet your specific needs, the core

• Customer relationship

solution is supported by a road map
with quarterly enhancement releases,

management

separate from your own tailoring.

• Policy administration

making and lowering expense ratios.

World-class connectivity. The solution is

• Product configuration

Combining Mosaic’s IP, expertise and

API-enabled across all business functions,

proprietary workflows with DXC’s

delivering the business and technical

• Billing

best-in-class technology, the platform

agility demanded in today’s digital era.

• Claims

differentiates Mosaic from competitors

The solution leverages global messaging

through technologies such as AI, ML

capability provided by ACORD, which

• Reinsurance

and blockchain.

underpins electronic communication

technology — powering better decision-

Features
Single-platform capabilities. Ability

between carriers and brokers, improving
communications efficiency.

to run a single-instance solution across

Why DXC?

multiple markets and locations with full

DXC is the #1 provider of core insurance

multinational support. This benefits the

systems, serving over 1,900 customers —

carriers running insurance as well as

80 percent of whom are in the Fortune

MGA operations.

Global 500. DXC brings more than 40

Speed to market. The built-in product
configurator enables coverages, limits,
rules, documents and commissions to
be defined once to drive highly
automated policy and claims

years of industry domain knowledge
and experience in enabling customers
to modernize their technology estate
and simultaneously build new digital
capability — the dual agenda.

administration. As circumstances
change, updates can be made quickly

• Finance and credit control
• Work queue task management
• REST API and integration
framework

“Legacy-free technology is
fundamental to Mosaic’s
model, and our collaboration
with DXC represents the first
insurtech operating platform
of its kind. We believe it gives
us a tremendous advantage.”
— Mitch Blaser
Co-founder and co-CEO,
Mosaic Insurance

and effectively — ensuring that
opportunities are seized and maximized.

Learn more at
dxc.com/insurance-software

About DXC Technology

Get the insights that matter.
dxc.com/optin

DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission critical systems and
operations while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security and
scalability across public, private and hybrid clouds. The world’s largest companies and public
sector organizations trust DXC to deploy services across the Enterprise Technology Stack to
drive new levels of performance, competitiveness, and customer experience. Learn more
about how we deliver excellence for our customers and colleagues at DXC.com.
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